Scorpius    9910.16   episode 9  Gestures

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

FCO-Starr says:
CO: Sir, <whispering> I learned nothing from the young girl.

XO_Jude says:
::On Bridge, checking status of the continued yellow alert, and still listening to the AT over the comm. system::

SO_Nes says:
@::still 'tinkering' with the UT::

FCO-Starr says:
::takes her seat at the table, waiting for Shania, the CO and Daniel to take a seat::

CEOTPaula says:
::on bridge:: *EO*: How are things going in ME?

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  I was afraid you wouldn't.

OPS-TKerl says:
::on the way back to the bridge to relieve Ens Rice::

SO_Nes says:
@::sits down at the table::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: But she is a delightful child.

CO_Miller says:
@SO:  Shania, how much longer before the UT will be working?

TORomanov says:
::runs diagnostics on defensive systems::

CMOStarr says:
::stand quietly in the back listening to the AT on the bridge::

OPS-TKerl says:
::waiting on TL::

SO_Nes says:
@CO: It's working now sir, I was just refining it.

OPS-TKerl says:
::TL opens, gets in:: TL: Bridge

CO_Miller says:
@SO:  Well done Shania.

SO_Nes says:
@::smiles slightly::

EOBates says:
::Sits in Engineering, calmly minding her console as always, PADDs cluttered around her, studying the biochemical results of the 'ooze'::

OPS-TKerl says:
::TL door opens on Bridge, gets off::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Daniel should be here soon::looks to the open door::

OPS-TKerl says:
RICE: I am here to relieve you

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  Yes, I wonder what is keeping him.

Daniel says:
@::flush::

OPS-TKerl says:
<RICE> OPS: Aye ma'am ::gets up from station::

EOBates says:
::Looks up absently, realizing her communicator is chirping. *CEO* Ma'am, everything's all right down here. Not even a peep. 

CIVKellen says:
::wanders into ME, glancing at a few stations on his way to his assigned post::

EOBates says:
::Looks up to Kellen and nods curtly::

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: Are you all right? Your face is a little flushed.

OPS-TKerl says:
::takes seat at OPS Station and checks locks::

CIVKellen says:
EO: Greetings.

EOBates says:
Kellen: And you are...?

CO_Miller says:
@::looks over to Daniel::

Daniel says:
@CO: Well, Captain. ..::sits:: FCO: no thanks...I'm fine....where were we?

FCO-Starr says:
@COM: OPS: ::turns away from the table::Can you still hear me?

CMOStarr says:
XO: I'm going to go back to sickbay for a while.  Do you need me for anything?

CIVKellen says:
EO: Thomas Kellenway, engineering officer. You must be my replacement.

OPS-TKerl says:
@COM FCO: Aye ma'am loud and clear

XO_Jude says:
CMO:  Not right now,  just keep an eye on Selan for me.

EOBates says:
Kellenway: That I would be. Ensign Lenara Bates. 

CMOStarr says:
XO:  Dr. Paine is already doing that.  ::Smiles and heads for the TL::

TORomanov says:
::finishes diagnostic on shield systems, begins diagnostics on offensive systems::

Daniel says:
@CO: Captain Miller, are you all right? You seem to be staring into space.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  We were discussing the differences in the people of Telton and Telton 2.

EOBates says:
::Stands and shakes hands with Kellenway::

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Yes, I am fine.  Please continue.

CIVKellen says:
::shakes Bates' hand:: EO: Nice to have someone to talk to down here

FCO-Starr says:
@::turns back to listen to the discussion, as it is::

CIVKellen says:
EO: Do I report to you, or to the Chief?

Daniel says:
@CO: Well the main difference seems to be the political structure on this planet...there really is none. it's a type of "laze faire" structure.

CMOStarr says:
::enters the TL:: Sickbay

EOBates says:
Kellenway: I'm assuming that since I'm on duty right now and the Chief's away that it would be me. I've just been minding the store down here. 

CIVKellen says:
EO: Always fun, isn't it? How's she been holding up?

EOBates says:
Kellenway: As badly as always, if this is any indication ::holds up the PADD with the info on the gunk from the replicator::

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  We have adjusted the UT, so hopefully that will clear things up between us.

CEOTPaula says:
::quietly monitors her station::

CIVKellen says:
::reads the PADD and blinks:: EO: STILL? They had that problem *before* I left!

CMOStarr says:
::exits the TL and heads down to Sickbay::

OPS-TKerl says:
::continues monitoring the AT making minute adjustments on the reception::

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: When will we speak with the sovereign again?

EOBates says:
Kellenway: So I heard..how far did you get in solving it? 

Daniel says:
@CO: and like I said before, Ror is in charge...undisputed and these people seem to like his style..They can all vote anytime and they do it telepathically, so the vote is instantaneous....interesting..

CIVKellen says:
EO: Have they asked you to fix the Captain's chair yet, sir?

XO_Jude says:
CEO:   Would you take the EO and the Civ, and make the same adjustments to the ship's UT,  that they are making to the one on the planet.

EOBates says:
Kellenway: Negative. 

CEOTPaula says:
XO: Aye sir.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Yes, that is interesting.

CIVKellen says:
EO: Ah, I see. Don't worry. Now that I am back, you won't ever have to worry about doing it. They save it specifically to taunt me.

SO_Nes says:
@Daniel: Wouldn't a stronger telepath be able to distort the vote?

TORomanov says:
::finishes diagnostics::

CMOStarr says:
::enters Sickbay and goes to check on Selan::

Daniel says:
@SO: not apparently. they can combine their abilities, so no one person or group can really "take over".

SO_Nes says:
@Daniel: That's good to know, but there's always the possibility of someone unethical doing this.

CO_Miller says:
@::nods his head in agreement with Shania::

CIVKellen says:
EO: If you like, sir, I could take a team and try to figure out what's wrong with the replicators. Unless you have another task for me?

CEOTPaula says:
*CIV/EO*: Please meet me in the computer core.

Daniel says:
@SO: I guess anything is possible, but it just hasn't happened yet....::console on table blinks::..oh....The Sovereign is on his way...

OPS-TKerl says:
*CAL*: OPS to Ens Cal. Have the department run diagnostics on all operations systems.

TORomanov says:
CEO: Ma'am, I notice that phaser recharge time is down 3%. Can you look into repairs?

EOBates says:
*EO* Understood, ma'am. 

FCO-Starr says:
@::looks at the CO and wonders what will happen next::

CIVKellen says:
::blinks at the summons, and grins:: EO: This should be fun.

OPS-TKerl says:
<CAL> OPS: Acknowledged ma'am

EOBates says:
Kellenway: Well, you heard the woman, let's be on the way. ::Turns and heads towards the turbolift::

SO_Nes says:
@Daniel: Lets hope it never does, as we have had experience of this.

CEOTPaula says:
TO: Of course, I will look into that at my next opportunity.

CIVKellen says:
::nods, and follows Ens Bates.::

CO_Miller says:
@SO:  Well Shania, hopefully your readjustments will work with the Teltons.

TORomanov says:
CEO: Acknowledged.

CEOTPaula says:
::leaves bridge::

Daniel says:
<<<<<<Sovereign Ror enters the room....smiling......>>>>>>>>>>

CIVKellen says:
EO: Might I ask your opinion on something, Sir?

CMOStarr says:
::finishes checking on Selan and goes over to talk to Dr. Paine::

FCO-Starr says:
@::stands as Ror enters the room::

CO_Miller says:
@::stands::  Ror:  So glad to see you again Sovereign.

SO_Nes says:
@CO: I hope so too sir. ::nods and stands for the Sovereign::

EOBates says:
Kellenway: I preferred to be called ma'am, if you don't mind ::enters the turbolift:: And that would be? 

Sov_Ror says:
@Daniel and AT: Hello again! ::sits::

CIVKellen says:
EO: Of course, Ma'am. My apologies. How has the Chief been? I haven't seen her since the court martial a couple months ago.

FCO-Starr says:
@::waits for the CO to sit::

CO_Miller says:
@::following the Sovereigns lead, he sits back down::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Ah, you speak clearer now..It was easier listening to your minds before even though it was confusing...

SO_Nes says:
@::sits back down::

FCO-Starr says:
@::seats herself waiting for the sovereign to speak::

CEOTPaula says:
::waits for the engineers at the computer core::

CO_Miller says:
@::looks over at Shania, and back over to the Sovereign::  Ror:  Lt Nes is the one to thank for that.  She suggested some readjustments to our UT.

EOBates says:
::Is intrigued by Kellenway's comment as they exit the lift:: Kellenway: I couldn't really say...busy, to say the least? What more could one expect from the chief? ::Enters the core:: T'Paula: You ordered, ma'am? 

Sov_Ror says:
@Daniel: I see you were successful in telling these people about us.

SO_Nes says:
@::wonders if that is unethical or just a species trying to understand more completely::

CIVKellen says:
::enters the core, and smiles:: CEO: Reporting as ordered, Sir.

Daniel says:
@Sov Ror: Yes, well, I think so. There is still so much I don't understand, but we will discover more .

CEOTPaula says:
::nods to CIV and EO::  CIV/EO: We're modifying the UT to simulate its receiving sound underwater.

CMOStarr says:
::discusses with Dr. Paine which of the new crewmembers still need to have their physicals done::

XO_Jude says:
*CMO*:  I was wondering if you could take a second look at that telepathic dampening device?    Maybe come up with an alternative form of telepathic shielding for the entire ship.

CIVKellen says:
CEO: Communicating with fish, are we?

CMOStarr says:
*XO*:  Yes Sir.  I'll take another look at it.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  So, where do we go from here?

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: So, what is it you would like to know

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: An aquatic species.

Sov_Ror says:
@::claps hands together:: well the fact you are still here means we have made some progress.

CMOStarr says:
::walks over to where the telepathic dampening device is and picks it up::

EOBates says:
CEO: How wide of a refit? 

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  As we were discussing with Daniel, we were just trying to find out how the Teltons have been working to come together as a people.

EOBates says:
CEO: All communication systems? 

CEOTPaula says:
EO: As wide as necessary.  We hope to improve the UT's accuracy.

CIVKellen says:
EO/CEO: Probably just adding a series of algorithms and transceivers to the UT

EOBates says:
CEO: Understood ma'am. ::Approaches a console:: Has the algorithm already been written or do I have to write this from scratch?

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Well we exchange items freely with our homeworld. Be it trade or technology we still share.

CEOTPaula says:
EO: It hasn't been written that I'm aware of.

CMOStarr says:
<Dr. Paine>:  I'll be in the science Lab, looking at this device  ::walks to the med/science lab::

OPS-TKerl says:
::monitors the OPS crew as they begin the diagnostics::

EOBates says:
CEO: Very well, ma'am. Do we have an idea of the communications pattern of this species? 

CEOTPaula says:
EO: The UT has been working with their language.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Could you tell me why the inhabitants on Telton are afraid to embrace their telepathic abilities?

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: After all, they are still part of us and given time, we believe, they and we will all become one..

CIVKellen says:
CEO: Then what are we needed to do, sir?

OPS-TKerl says:
::double checks all the locks on the AT::

CMOStarr says:
::places the device on the replicator to copy the device into a Holoprogram::

FCO-Starr says:
@::good question Captain::

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: As I believe I have stated, we are seeking to improve the accuracy of the UT with their language by simulating a condition of being underwater.

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Fear of change. the old ways are hard to change. there is nothing we can really do about it. We just leave them alone with their politics...I try to convey that to Mir when we speak.

TORomanov says:
::runs diagnostics on internal sensor grid::

CEOTPaula says:
CIV/EO: Shall we get started?

CIVKellen says:
EO/CEO: Aye, sir.

EOBates says:
CEO: I think I can program that in..15 minutes or so once you've given me an idea of the mean temperature and salinity of their planet. 

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Yes. I understand...yes...this is much better. I understand you much better than before. This is interesting technology you have.

CMOStarr says:
::watches as the program completes itself::

CEOTPaula says:
*XO*: Sir, we need some sensor data about the planets, specifically mean temperature and salinity of the oceans.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  But why all the anger?

OPS-TKerl says:
*CAL*: I want a complete check on all operations systems. Make sure everyone understands that!

XO_Jude says:
*CEO*  Just a moment,  I'll patch in the SCIENCE consol to your location, so you can view the data.

CEOTPaula says:
*XO*: Thank you sir.

OPS-TKerl says:
<Cal> *OPS*: Aye ma'am. I will relay your orders.

TORomanov says:
XO: Sir, defensive systems are nominal. Orders?

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Fear brings anger. It's a dark side. Can you eliminate fear from your people?? I think not. It's what makes us curious I would think.

XO_Jude says:
TO:   Make sure that we have a full compliment of weapons,  in case they are needed

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Yes, I understand.  But this has been going on for quite a while.  Surely by now they must see that it isn't that bad.

TORomanov says:
XO: Aye, sir.

CMOStarr says:
::moves the device off the replicator and activates the new holoprogram::

CIVKellen says:
::pulls out his tricorder, preparing to study the scan results he is about receive::

OPS-TKerl says:
XO: Sir I have my team doing diagnostics on all operations systems at this time.

TORomanov says:
::begins checking photon torpedo inventory::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Well, there are less of them as time goes. As I said, eventually all will be united and it will happen peacefully.

XO_Jude says:
OPS:   Good,  just make sure you maintain that transporter lock on the AT

EOBates says:
::Prepares to upload the info into her PADD and to work on the programming::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  It's good to hear that a peaceful outcome will take place.  ::smiles::

OPS-TKerl says:
XO: Aye sir, transporter lock is solid.

TORomanov says:
::finishes inventory, begins diagnostics on tactical systems::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: you are side lining the issue...I can see it...Lets talk about our discovery of warp <G>

CNS_Crazi says:
::enters office::  computer: lights

XO_Jude says:
::Listens to the comm. link, and thinks:   at last our mission objective will be met::

FCO-Starr says:
@::hrumph! It’s about time::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Not side lining at all Sovereign.  I just wanted to make up for the bad start we had.  Yes, by all means, let's talk about your discovery.

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: We have dilithium crystals on our planet. About 30 years ago we learned how to harness their power, but not until about 3 years ago did we learn how to create a warp matrix.

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Jude, are you hearing this?~~~~

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  With the help of Daniel of course.

SO_Nes says:
@::thinks 'thank goodness for small miracles'::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: Have you received the data yet?

XO_Jude says:
~~~~FCO:  yes!~~~~~

Sov_Ror says:
@CO:now, now.....Don't get ahead of me <G>

CMOStarr says:
::works on a program that will dampening the telepathic abilities::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Sorry to interrupt, please go on.  ::smiles::

CNS_Crazi says:
::begins reading over list, hummm-the CEO is next, then CTO again, CSO, XO, CO, EO, TO....::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: No, we discovered the warp matrix, but capacitance within the warp matrix was unstable. We were looking at different options when Daniel came into the system.

XO_Jude says:
~~~~FCO:   May I receive telepathic visual images from you?~~~~

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: When we scanned his ship we discovered that our second option seemed to be making his ship work...

CNS_Crazi says:
*SO*: report to the counselor's office please ::continues reading SO's file::

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Jude, certainly, contacting now~~~~

FCO-Starr says:
@::opens her mind so Jude can see through her eyes::

CNS_Crazi says:
::waits for SO to respond, eyes PADD with information on it::

EOBates says:
::Sits at a computer console, studying the information and instantly begins typing into the system at a rather impressive rate:: 

TORomanov says:
::finishes diagnostic cycle:: XO: Sir, shield generators are nominal, phasers and photon torpedoes are at standby.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Please continue.

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: I also think when we were scanning his ship we may have distracted him, or his wife from their duties and caused their ship peril.

CNS_Crazi says:
::checks status report to find the SO is on the AT:: Self: oppps!

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Daniel knows this....

CMOStarr says:
::watches as the first tries fails, thinks up another approach to try::

CIVKellen says:
::watches over the EO's shoulder, entering data into his tricorder::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  How could scanning his ship cause him peril?

CNS_Crazi says:
::decides to run a little test, exits office and heads for TL::

Daniel says:
@::nods::

Daniel says:
@Sov: may I continue?

Sov_Ror says:
@Daniel: Of course

CMOStarr says:
::inputs the changes into the holoprogram and tries again::

CO_Miller says:
@::looks over to Daniel::

CNS_Crazi says:
::enters TL::  TL: Deck 1

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: They used him to see into his ship, and Daniel was probably distracted.

EOBates says:
::Continues to input information, factoring in the environmental variables and after a period of time she looks up:: T'Paula:: Ma'am, I do believe we've got it ready for testing. 

CNS_Crazi says:
::casually leans against TL wall, humms to self::

TORomanov says:
XO: Sir, defensive systems are on standby, we have a full complement of torpedoes and phasers are charged and ready.

CNS_Crazi says:
::exits TL and enters the bridge::

Daniel says:
@CO: Rena and I were checking engine status when we saw the ship was being scanned. Rena turned on the shields, but the power drain spiked the nacelles and shut down power.

XO_Jude says:
TO:   Well done,  I don't think they'll be needed on this mission,  but I always like to be prepared for the worst case.

SO_Nes says:
@::nods and wonders if what the Teltons did was unethical::

CEOTPaula says:
*XO*: We're ready to test our modifications, sir.  Could you have audio piped down here so that we can hear the results?

CIVKellen says:
::smiles and saves the data in his tricorder for later::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: We had no idea that would happen. It was most unfortunate.

CMOStarr says:
::watches as some of the changes work.  Modifies the program some more::

TORomanov says:
XO: Aye.  Additional Orders, Sir?

CNS_Crazi says:
::walks to console and watches officer::

XO_Jude says:
OPS:   adjust the comm. link to include the computer core.

OPS-TKerl says:
XO: Aye sir ::adjusts comm. link to the Computer Core::

XO_Jude says:
TO:  Not at this time.   just monitor the Tac. consol.

TORomanov says:
XO: Aye.

Daniel says:
@CO: As we were entering the atmosphere, we were lifted out of the ship and basically floated down to the surface. It was quite and experience. We were basically scared half to death.

OPS-TKerl says:
*CEO*: Are you receiving?

CEOTPaula says:
*OPS*: Yes, we are.  Thank you, Ensign.

CNS_Crazi says:
::walks up behind TO, watches his station::

EOBates says:
::Listens in closely, anxious to hear the results of her work:: 

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Jude, they are quite handy with telekinesis~~~~

OPS-TKerl says:
*CEO*: Your welcome ma'am.

CIVKellen says:
::listens to the transmission, adjusting a few settings in his tricorder in the process::

Sov_Ror says:
@FCO: ~~~Yes~~~~~

TORomanov says:
::turning his head:: CNS: Yes?

XO_Jude says:
~~~~FCO:   A skill I wish I could add to my list of accomplishments~~~~

SO_Nes says:
@::realizes that over time the Teltons with develop 'rules' for their abilities::

CIVKellen says:
EO: You know, without knowing what this 'should' sound like, we wont know how to fine-tune the settings.

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Ror, in our society it is not polite to listen in on someone's private mental messages~~~~

CEOTPaula says:
EO/CIV: I believe the real test is whether they seem to make more sense to us.

FCO-Starr says:
@::hopes Jude heard that last statement::

SO_Nes says:
@::detects rising emotion from Troi::

CIVKellen says:
CEO: If this works, we should be able to set up a protocol in the future that would allow the UT to 'teach' itself.

XO_Jude says:
~~~FCO:  Take care,  we don't want to undo the recent diplomatic gains by upsetting our hosts!~~~~

SO_Nes says:
@::looks at Troi and lifts an eyebrow::

Sov_Ror says:
@FCO: Is it?? Oh..I am sorry. Here we are always listening. It keeps everyone happy....but I can stop if it will make you more comfortable

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: To adapt to these kinds of conditions?

EOBates says:
CEO: Yes, ma'am..all it would need are environmental conditions..

CIVKellen says:
CEO: TO any kind of conditions, yes. But it would take some time.

SO_Nes says:
@::realizes what has occurred::

FCO-Starr says:
@Ror: Sir, whatever you are comfortable with.  On a small ship, we have learned that telepathy should be controlled, so as not to invade others privacy.

CEOTPaula says:
CIV/EO: Then you are interested in undertaking such a project?

Sov_Ror says:
@FCO: I understand.

CNS_Crazi says:
::glances at TO::  TO: no problem, just walking around ::scans for any discrepancies~~::

FCO-Starr says:
@Ror: Thank you::smiles:;

CIVKellen says:
CEO: If Ens. Bates is interested in it, yes. I think its something we could use.

EOBates says:
CEO: Definitely ma'am. It would provide an..interesting diversion, if not a momentary one.  

CIVKellen says:
::smiles and nods::

CNS_Crazi says:
::glances at controls::

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  Now, where were we?

CEOTPaula says:
EO/CIV: Very well.  *XO*: Sir, do you notice any improvements in the UT?

TORomanov says:
::looks back to tac. console, feels very uncomfortable::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: To continue. Daniel at first was hesitant about sharing any technology, but we showed him our problem and that we knew of his technology, but didn't know the mechanisms used. He Then requested tools for the transtator to communicate a distress call and after that was build he simply confirmed our technology.

XO_Jude says:
~~~~FCO:  It seems that we have met our mission objective.   Would you ask the CO if he wants me to prepare a  temporary diplomatic team to stay on the planet?~~~~

CNS_Crazi says:
::senses uncomfort::  TO: problem?

XO_Jude says:
*CEO*   Nice work,  I notice considerable improvement.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  I see.  Please go on.

EOBates says:
::Smiles at the overheard comment:: 

CIVKellen says:
EO: Impressive work, Ensign.

TORomanov says:
CNS: If I may say so, I find your looking over my shoulder somewhat annoying. Sir.

CNS_Crazi says:
::makes note on PADD::

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: It seems the transtator mechanism frequencies and mechanics were the key to our problem.

EOBates says:
Kellenway: Thank you, Mr. Kellenway. 

FCO-Starr says:
::;whispers::@CO: Sir, Jude would like to know if he should prepare a temporary diplomatic team to stay on the planet?

OPS-TKerl says:
<CAL> *OPS*: Ma'am, the teams are finding everything in working order.

CEOTPaula says:
*XO*: Thank you on behalf of myself and Ensigns Bates and Kellenway.

CNS_Crazi says:
::chuckles::  TO: understandable, but I'm here on duty-little kinks like that is what I'm here to fix

CO_Miller says:
@::nods to Troi::

OPS-TKerl says:
*CAL*: Acknowledged

XO_Jude says:
*CEO* You're welcome,  the team did a great job, and did it quickly.

CEOTPaula says:
EO/CIV: I believe the TO has noticed a flaw in phaser efficiency.

TORomanov says:
CNS: I do not need to be fixed.

CIVKellen says:
CEO: Work is never done ;)

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Jude, the CO says yes.  Begin preparing them and wait for my contact~~~~

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Our scientists confirmed that they had the correct equations and were about to field test it, but Daniels mechanism simply saved them about a year.

EOBates says:
T'Paula: Oh really? They were working fine as of last night's diagnostic...

CNS_Crazi says:
TO: that's not what I meant, humm, next week I'll make sure to schedule you a session

SO_Nes says:
@::wonders how this affects the Prime Directive::

CEOTPaula says:
EO: That's why we run frequent diagnostics.

CIVKellen says:
EO: Get used to it, Ma'am. The S never works perfectly for longer than 2 hours. It's a habit of the S.

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: The pirate attacks do not help.  ::no change of tone::

TORomanov says:
CNS: What? No... I mean, I am sorry if I offended you in anyway.

XO_Jude says:
::Through the computer terminal,  I go over the roster,  select the best candidates for a diplomatic observation mission.   I then comm. them, and ask them to prepare for an extended stay on Telton II and then have them report to TR 2::

CNS_Crazi says:
::senses TO's discomfort::  TO: you and the CTO are a perfect team ::chuckles::

CO_Miller says:
@::chuckles::  Sov:  I wish we would have had this UT adjusted a lot earlier.  It would have saved us the embarrassment.

CIVKellen says:
CEO: If it's not pirates, it's someone else.

CNS_Crazi says:
TO: not that, all crew members have to report for an evaluation

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: It may be useful to you to have some samples of our Dilithium crystals. They are 99.86 % pure. I believe that is better than yours. We have an abundance of them. Your people may want to trade

CIVKellen says:
CEO: It's always something. But, life would be boring otherwise

TORomanov says:
CNS: But isn't my academy report on file? Surely that is enough.

SO_Nes says:
@CO: As you know Daniel could be facing charges for his actions. ::looks at the Sovereign:: Would it be acceptable to look at the records of the Teltons to verify this?

CMOStarr says:
*XO*:  I have some working ideas on the device if you wish to see them?

XO_Jude says:
::Now sends a memo to the diplomatic team, to plan trade negotiations for superior dilithium::

CEOTPaula says:
CIV/EO: We can pinpoint the problem from ME, and determine what will be necessary to rectify it.

CNS_Crazi says:
TO: yes it is, but I need to file my own

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: yes. this is much better. I was about to send you all back to your ship before.

EOBates says:
CEO: Understood ma'am. Shall Mr. Kellenway and I head back down now, then? 

XO_Jude says:
*CMO*  Pleas come to the bridge, I'd like very much to see them.

<<<<<<<phaser reintegrates in mid air and falls to the floor>>>>>>>>>>>

CEOTPaula says:
EO/CIV: Yes.  I intend to accompany you.

TORomanov says:
CNS: I will schedule an appointment at a later date. Right now I am busy with security matters. Sir.

Sov_Ror says:
@FCO: you may have this back ::points::

SO_Nes says:
@::looks at the phaser and wonders why this occurred::

FCO-Starr says:
@Ror: Thank you Sir::gets up and walks over to the phaser and places it in her belt::

SO_Nes says:
@::prepares for possible attack::

EOBates says:
::Nods:: TPaula: After you then, ma'am/ 

OPS-TKerl says:
::checks the locks on the AT just to be sure::

TORomanov says:
*CEO*: Ma'am, that recharge discrepancy in the phasers has jumped to 5.3 %.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Well, I think we have learned much from you.  Would you mind if we left a temporary diplomatic team here on your planet?

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Shania, it is all right, he is returning it to me~~~~

CEOTPaula says:
*TO*: Acknowledged.  We are beginning on it now.

CIVKellen says:
::grins to himself at an inward thought:: EO: She hasn't changed a bit.

Sov_Ror says:
@::looks at Daniel::

Daniel says:
@::nods::

Sov_Ror says:
@::nods::

TORomanov says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.

CMOStarr says:
*XO*:  Yes sir.  ::puts the information from the holoprogram onto a padd and exits to the nearest TL::

CNS_Crazi says:
TO: it is scheduled already-I am here to tell you when it is, I thought I'd pay the newest crew member a visit, well, bye for now

SO_Nes says:
@~~~I realize this, but as before, you cannot be too careful. ::smiles::~~~

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Now Sir?

TORomanov says:
*Security Teams*: Report.

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: Of course. We will make arrangements for ..how many??

CEOTPaula says:
::leads the way::

CNS_Crazi says:
::walks off and heads toward the XO::

FCO-Starr says:
@~~~~Jude, how many on your team?~~~~

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  How many could we spare?

OPS-TKerl says:
::relaxes a bit::

EOBates says:
::Follows T'paula a pace behind:: 

XO_Jude says:
~~~FCO:  Tell the CO we have a half dozen on the team,, ready to go~~~

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Sir, I think 6 will be on the team, confirmed by the XO.

TORomanov says:
<Security Team Alpha>: On standby, awaiting orders.

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  Thank you Troi.

Daniel says:
@CO: Captain Miller. My wife and family are staying.. We want to stay and will assist your delegation...for now.

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  Would 6 be sufficient?

CIVKellen says:
::follows the CEO and EO::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Aye Sir::and grins for the first time since this all began::

CEOTPaula says:
::enters a TL and gives it the deck number::

CMOStarr says:
::enters the TL:: Bridge

TORomanov says:
<Security Team Beta> TO: Team on standby. Situation normal.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  That would be fine Daniel, thank you.

Sov_Ror says:
@CO: When they are ready, let us know how many accommodations they will need. ::stands::

XO_Jude says:
~~~~FCO:   The team will be ready for transport in 40 min.~~~~

FCO-Starr says:
@::stands as the sovereign stands::

SO_Nes says:
@::stands::

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Sir, the team will be ready in 40 minutes.

Sov_Ror says:
@::walks over to the FCO and bumps head gently::

CMOStarr says:
::exits onto the bridge::

TORomanov says:
<Security Team Delta> TO: Nothing to report, Sir.

CO_Miller says:
@::stands with the Sovereign::

CEOTPaula says:
::arrives in ME:: EO: Please start a level 3 diagnostic on the phaser recharge system and see if that is sufficient.

CO_Miller says:
@::nods at Troi::

Sov_Ror says:
@::walks over to the CO and bumps head gently::

FCO-Starr says:
@::bumps her head to the sovereigns::

CIVKellen says:
CEO: Is it only a reduction in phaser efficiency?

Sov_Ror says:
@:Walks over to the SO and bumps head gently::

CNS_Crazi says:
::leaves bridge::  TL: ME

SO_Nes says:
@::bumps her head to the Sovereigns::

Sov_Ror says:
@::walks over to Daniel and bumps head gently::

CO_Miller says:
@Sov:  I don't know if I could ever get used to that.  ::chuckles::

CMOStarr says:
XO:  Sir,  Here is my preliminary ideas.  ::holding out a padd::

TORomanov says:
<Security Team Gamma> TO: Situation normal.

CEOTPaula says:
CIV: I have not been given any details except that phaser recharge efficiency was down 3.5% at last report.

Sov_Ror says:
@::walks out of house::

CNS_Crazi says:
::enters ME, casually walks around::

CEOTPaula says:
::notes presence of CNS::

Daniel says:
@CO: anything else I can do for you?

CIVKellen says:
CEO: Hmm.

XO_Jude says:
CMO:   thank you!    This looks like it may have just the effect we need, to keep our mental activity secure from other probing telepathic races.

CO_Miller says:
@Daniel:  No Daniel.  You have done much for us.  Thank you for your hospitality.

CNS_Crazi says:
::walks behind CEO, watches the Vulcan at work::

TORomanov says:
XO: All security teams have reported in, Sir.

FCO-Starr says:
@Daniel: Thank you for allowing your daughter to accompany me this afternoon.  She is a delightful child.

CEOTPaula says:
::turns to watch the CNS, wondering what he is up to::  CNS: Can we help you?

CIVKellen says:
::approaches the nearest Eng. console, and runs a diagnostic off the primary energizing coils for the phaser arrays::

XO_Jude says:
TO:   Fine.

SO_Nes says:
@Daniel: Yes, thank you.

Daniel says:
@FCO: my pleasure

XO_Jude says:
OPS:   Beam up the AT on the CO's command.

CMOStarr says:
XO:  I'm still going to have to check on how much neural inhibitor will work with a larger device and how long it will work

FCO-Starr says:
@CO: Shall I have them beam up aboard now Sir?

OPS-TKerl says:
XO: Beaming in process

CO_Miller says:
@FCO:  Yes.

FCO-Starr says:
@COM: XO: Ready for beam out Jude.

XO_Jude says:
OPS:  They are all yours!

OPS-TKerl says:
XO: Aye sir beaming up now

CNS_Crazi says:
CEO: just come down to take control of the ship ::chuckles::  sorry, slow day

FCO-Starr  (Transporter.wav)

CEOTPaula says:
::stares at CNS::  You haven't been possessed, have you?

CNS_Crazi says:
::glares at CEO::

 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

